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The Suzuki Boulevard S40 formerly Suzuki LS Savage is a lightweight cruiser motorcycle
manufactured by the Suzuki Motor Corporation [3] [6] [7] for the Japanese domestic market, and
exported to New Zealand, [8] [9] North America, [10] [11] [12] [13] as well as to Chile [14] and
other countries. Manufactured and marketed as the Savage from to , the motorcycle was
renamed for model year as the Boulevard S The LS has remained unchanged except for minor
cosmetic changes, receiving a 5 rather than 4 speed transmission in The LS Savage was the
first cruiser manufactured by Suzuki in The Kawasaki Vulcan entry-level cruiser with a V-twin
engine was introduced the same year as the Suzuki Savage, and the Vulcan LTD with a
parallel-twin engine was introduced in One of the few small cruiser motorcycles available with a
shaft drive as an alternative to either chain or belt final drive, the Yamaha Virago was introduced
in Honda launched the Shadow VLX , with a cc V-twin for the model year to compete with the
single-cylinder Savage. The Savage's persona was a bike that stayed out of harm's way, with a
torquey engine although underpowered for its displacement that made few demands on the
rider. Compared to the discontinued Buell Blast , which had a 30 c. The Boulevard S40 fills the
gap between less powerful cc entry-level cruisers and more powerful twin-cylinder cc cruisers.
Although some consider the S40 too powerful for a novice motorcyclist, the bike's light weight
and low seat height make it ideal for beginners who feel that cc bikes are just too small. Two
enduring competitors are motorcycles with air-cooled single-cylinder engines that have been in
production even longer than Suzuki's S Royal Enfield's Bullet , and Yamaha's SR The latter was
reintroduced to markets outside of Japan in The Boulevard 40's engine is a 40 c. This engine
features a balance shaft and an output of 31 horsepower. In Motorcycle Consumer News
measured 31 horsepower at the rear wheel of an LS Savage, and a rear-wheel torque of The LS
registered a quarter mile time of Average fuel mileage for the S40 was The S40's "thumper"
engine single-cylinder, four-stroke , is among the largest displacement single cylinder
motorcycle engines in production as of , alongside the Suzuki DRSE and KTM Duke. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Suzuki LS Savage. Motorcycle USA.
Retrieved 22 July Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Retrieved 28 June Motorcycle Reviews.
Retrieved 20 June The Suzuki Boulevard S40 is an entry-level cruising motorcycle derived from
the LS Savage, the first chopper manufactured by a Japanese builder in Motorcycle Cruiser.
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original on 18 November Suzuki Chile. Ultimate MotorCycling. Moorpark, California : Coram
Publishing. Retrieved 30 May The most obvious old-school technologies that remain include an
air-cooled motor, Mikuni carburetor and petcock , wire wheels, and a rear drum brake. The
Seattle Times. Retrieved 3 July His wife has her own bike, a Suzuki Savage. Chicago Tribune.
Retrieved 2 July Don't let the bigger engine mislead you, this big, single-cylinder 'thumper' is
user-friendly, with a low seat, belt drive, electric start and pull-back bars. Make cool sounds.
The New York Times. Tanshanomi's Snap Judgments blog. Retrieved 8 July The Savage doesn't
back up its dramatic appearance with anything more than milquetoast performance. Cruiser
Motorcycle Review. The S40 is a cc air-cooled single-cylinder 4-stroke. It is an updated version
of the old Savage. I was surprised at how smooth the single cylinder engine ran, even when
pressed hard. Beginner's Guide. Women Riders Now. San Francisco Chronicle. Retrieved 27
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four-stroke single-cylinder motor with electric start and five-speed gearbox. Retrieved 29 June
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Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. You can sign up for
e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the
MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's
engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes.
Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. There are a number of bikes
missing from Suzuki's lineup. Sabrina has already waxed poetic about the Van Van. For me, the
model that I'm sad to see go is one that I wasn't very comfortable riding personally, but that has
been a part of my life in some capacity for a long time: the Savage. I mean, LS No, it's the S40
Boulevard now. Whatever they call it, I'll miss it. Suzuki introduced this particular model way
back in as the LS Savage. It was a small, simple cruiser with a cc single-cylinder engine. There
was very little to this bike. It was nothing spectacular, but it was a perfectly competent bike, a
great choice for new riders or for small riders of any experience. Its four-speed transmission
gained a much needed fifth gear in In , Suzuki brought all of its cruisers under the Boulevard
name and gave an alphanumeric designation to each one, with the Savage becoming the
Boulevard S These were the only major changes to the bike during its entire run from to the
present day. Several of the Boulevard range are missing for , including the S It joins many other
older designs that have disappeared in recent history such as the Kawasaki KLR which also ran
a carbureted single-cylinder engine. As a six-foot-tall guy, I don't fit on the diminutive Savage
very well. I start to hurt after an hour or so of riding. The Savage has been a significant part of
my personal motorcycle history, though. In the mids, my girlfriend at the time got interested in
motorcycling and bought a Savage with a dead engine for cheap. She was quite sure that, with a
mutual friend's help, we could get it running for her again. The bike lived at our friend's house
for months, in various states of dismantling and disrepair. We did a bad job of the rebuild. All I'll
say about that is that beer was frequently involved. When we finally got it back together and
running, I rode it home. Halfway there, the engine lost power and let the magic smoke out. It
never ran again, but the zombie bike made a great Halloween decoration. We ended up picking
up another Savage, this one a model, from an old friend of mine from high school. It belonged to
her husband, who had sadly passed away. This one was a runner and needed nothing. I rode it
all the way home to Maine from Massachusetts, though halfway there I insisted on leaving the
highway and taking back roads. The bike could handle 65 mph, but the vibration was leaving me
numb. The girlfriend practiced on it in a parking lot several times, took one street ride home
from that lot, and never rode again. She liked riding on the back of my bike just fine, but she just
never got around to riding on her own. She and I ended up going our separate ways not
because of this , and she put both bikes up for sale as a package deal, a runner and a parts
bike. Years later, after meeting my current wife, marrying her, and buying a house, she offered
the bikes which still hadn't sold to us at a crazy discount "please get these out of my garage"
price. We couldn't refuse. Here's the funniest part. At the time we got them, because she had a
learner's permit but no license, no one would insure her on the bike. To get around that
chicken-and-egg problem, we registered and insured the bikes in my name, since I already had
a license and insurance for my own bike. When we split, I had signed all the necessary
paperwork so she could sell them free and clear without me, because she had paid for them
herself. Here they were, though, coming back to me a second time. Although it had been years,
neither bike had ever left my legal ownership, so we left them that way for simplicity. History
repeated itself, and I registered the running bike for my wife to learn to ride. I swapped a number
of parts between the two bikes, putting all the good parts on the runner and collecting the
broken bits and dry-rotted tires on the parts bike. When my Honda Shadow died just as I needed
a bike to ride for a gadget review I was working on, I rode the Savage instead. I kept riding that
little bike all the way until winter arrived. A few months ago, our Savage adventure came to an
end. History continued to repeat itself, with my wife not quite getting around to learning to ride
on her own. We needed the money and ended up selling both bikes as a package deal to a
young college
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student of smaller stature. He'd ridden dirt bikes most of his life but had only just started to
ride on the street. They were the perfect fit for him. He bought them on the spot, loaded them in
a truck, and took them away, hopefully to a life where they would finally be put to good use.
Just because the Savage wasn't a good fit for me did not make it a bad bike at all. Times have
changed, though. The Rebel, formerly only available in form, now comes in both and cc flavors,

negating the Savage's engine displacement advantage. The new Rebels are new designs while
the Savage hadn't changed, so it was really just a matter of time until Suzuki quietly dropped
the Boulevard S40 from the lineup. Perhaps not many will miss it, but I will, for purely
sentimental reasons. Home Suzuki Boulevard News Industry. Sep 01, at pm ET. By : Justin
Hughes. After a 33 year run, the little cruiser that could will not be back for Commenting
Guidelines. Industry Cruisers. Suzuki Boulevard. Sign In or Sign Up.

